The interest on Web services has been growing rapidly in these couple of years since their start of use. A web service would be described as a method for exchanging/communicating information between devices over a network. Often, when deciding which service would fit on the architecture design to develop a product, then the question rises which service to use and when? SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and REST (Representational State Transfer) are the two most used protocols to exchange messages, so choosing one over the other has its own advantages and disadvantages. In this paper we have addressed the differences and best practices when to use one over the other.
Introduction
In these days of modern technology development, there are a lot of ways that can be used to create enterprise applications. The choice of selecting one over the other should be solely based on technical arguments and their capabilities delivered by each alternative. Thus, web services have gained an enormous popularity in how devices communicate between each other. Briefly, web services (Mironela, 2009 ) are self-describing and modular business applications exposing business logic as a service over the Internet. They are delivered through programmable interfaces, while their functionality can be consumed and invoked through their IP address. (Wagh, 2012; Halili & Dika, 2012) closed by providing a conclusion about which one is more preferable for usage.
SOAP
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is a messaging protocol that allow applications to communicate using HTTP and XML. It represents a fundamentally stateless, one-way message exchange paradigm between nodes. By combining one-way exchanges with features provided by the underlying transport protocol and/or application specific information, SOAP can be used to create more complex interactions such as request/response, request/multiple response, etc. (Mumbaikar & Padiya, 2013; Halili, Rufati & Ninka, 2013) The process of invoking web services is very important; therefore the SOAP protocol is established to exchange messages between service providers and consumers. It is a structured XML message format for exchanging data in a distributed environment. It uses an underlying transport protocol (HTTP, SMTP etc) through binding. By the time of writing this paper there are two version of SOAP: SOAP version 1.1 and SOAP version 1.2 which has brought some new benefits: It is cleaner, faster, it has better web integration and more it is versatile.
There are three main types of SOAP Nodes:
 SOAP Sender -Generates and transmits a SOAP message,  SOAP Receiver -Receives and processes the SOAP message and it also may generate SOAP response, message or fault as a result, and  SOAP Intermediary (Forwarding or active) -It is both, a SOAP receiver and a SOAP sender. It receives and processes the SOAP header blocks targeted at it and resends the SOAP message towards an SOAP receiver. This process is illustrated in the figure below: Figure 1 . SOAP Nodes
The SOAP message has a structure, which is characterized with two SOAP-specific sub-elements within the overall SOAP Envelope (env:Envelope), namely a SOAP Header (env:Header) and a SOAP Body (env:Body).
As mentioned before in this paper, SOAP is a lightweight independent protocol. It is independent and lightweight because it does not matter what OS or what platform is the service used from: it responds in the same way in any platform or OS. All this is possible because of XML and HTTP protocols.
There are two types of SOAP messaging requests: Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and Document request. Each of them are treated in the following subsections.
Remote Procedure Call
A Remote Procedure Call represents execution of a procedure in another remote address, usually on another computer in the same network, which is previously coded and it is called as a normal procedure local call. Thus, the programmer will only have to develop the code once, and it does not matter if the call is performed in local or remote circumstances.
This procedure represents a client-server model interaction, which is implemented through a request/response methodology. These requests and responses are formatted in XML Usually, this communication is synchronous, which means that when a request is sent, the app is blocked until the response is processed and returned. 
Document Requests
While transmitting information from the client to server or vice versa through document requests, the XML document is passed in the body of the SOAP message instead of as parameter.
For example, a service named PurchaseOrder expects a document (XML document) as the input message. When the request is sent through SOAP message, requesting the PurchaseOrder operation, it must contain a purchase order document as input in the SOAP message. The requests is processed as soon as it reaches the server, and when processing is done, another XML document is returned as response, which might contain any kind of information related to that purchase. 
RMI vs Document Request
RPC interface is meant to be relatively static, which means that any changes on its interface requires additional changes in the implementation of that service. Changing its description would also crash the platforms relying on the service. While, using document messaging requires less such limitations, and any change that might occur in XML schema would not break the structure of the service implementing it. This, because the response is an XML document instead of a structured return value.
Other advantages of Document requests over RPC are reliability, scalability and performance. When the call is performed from the client, it does not have to block the whole process waiting for a response, and can easily be processed asynchronously or placed in the queue. It is more reliable, because the response is sent to the client even in the case that, for some reason, the client might have gone offline after performing the request. It improves scalability because, depending on the architecture the application is build, processing the response can very easily be spread over more instances in the infrastructure.
Restful Web Services
Figure 4. Architecture of RESTFul web services, and the commuunication between Client and Server REST -(Representational state transfer) as the name implies, it has to do with client and server relationship and how state is stored. REST architecture is based on the client/server architecture style. Thus, the requests and responses are built based on the transfering process of the resources. All resources are identified by unique Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), which typically represents a document that captures the state of the resource. Generally, the REST style architecture is much lighter compared to SOAP. It does not require formats like headers to be included in the message, like it is required in SOAP architecture. In the other hand it parses JSON -a human readable language designed to allow data exchange and making it easier to parse and use by the computer. It is estimated to be at around one hundred times faster than XML. There are several principles that designing RESTFul Web Service requires. Addressability is a REST principle where the datasets are modeled to operate as URI marked resources. Statelessness is another principle that the designer of a REST service will have to follow. This means that every transaction must be independent and must not be related to any previous transaction, as all the data required to perform and process the request are contained on that request, thus, the server will not have to maintain client session data. Uniform interface requires that an interface is uniform and standard used to access the resources, i.e. using fixed set of HTTP methods. If the service designer holds to these principles, than it is almost guaranteed that the REST application will be simple and lightweight.
In other words, how can we define the basics of the problem in REST architecture? Imagine there is a computer A in Tetova, it interacts with computer B in Berlin related to a resource available on Computer C in New York. None of them belongs to the same domain. In the REST style there are defined nouns and verbs. URI's are the equivalent of nouns and there are trillions of nouns for the entire concept in all the heads and files of all the users in the world.
Back when we studied in the beginner school, we in grammatical exercises we have studied about Nouns and verbs, the verbs describe an action related to nouns, whilst in REST architecture style verbs (loosely) describe actions that are applicable to nouns or with other words URI's. There are four universal verbs introduced in REST like described in Figure 6 . The web application which follows the REST architecture we call it as RESTful web service. Restful web services uses GET, PUT, POST and DELETE http methods to retrieve, create, update and delete the resources. REST is becoming the go to for system interaction which includes the usage of RESTFul web services mostly the way cloud providers expose their services. In the present days, we can easily conclude that most of the new projects are based on RESTFul architecture, in order to create and provide professional services. Not only the tech giants like Facebook, Google or Twitter use REST these days. This, because thanks to the REST architecture, every application is able to scale horizontally in the easiest possible way. − It makes data available as resource. (Kumari, 2015) 
Advantages of Rest

Comparison between the Two Services
Following is shown a table containing information about both, SOAP and REST web services, where can easily be seen their comparison. (Wagh & Thool, 2015) SOAP REST Changing services in SOAP web provisioning often means a complicated code change on the client side.
Changing services in REST web provisioning not requires any change in client side code.
SOAP has heavy payload as compared to REST.
REST is definitely lightweight as it is meant for lightweight data transfer over a most commonly known interface, -the URI It requires binary attachment parsing.
It supports all data types directly. SOAP is not a wireless infrastructure friendly.
REST is a wireless infrastructure friendly.
SOAP web services always return XML data. While REST web services provide flexibility in regards to the type of data returned. It consumes more bandwidth because a SOAP response could require more than 10 times as many bytes as compared to REST.
It consumes less bandwidth because it's response is lightweight.
SOAP request uses POST and require a complex XML request to be created which makes response-caching difficult.
Restful APIs can be consumed using simple GET requests, intermediate proxy servers / reverse-proxies can cache their response very easily. SOAP uses HTTP based APIs refer to APIs that are exposed as one or more HTTP URIs and typical responses are in XML / JSON. Response schemas are custom per object REST on the other hand adds an element of using standardized URIs, and also giving importance to the HTTP verb used (i.e. GET / POST / PUT etc Language, platform, and transport agnostic.
Language and platform agnostic Designed to handle distributed computing environments.
Assumes a point-to-point communication modelnot for distributed computing environment where message may go through or more intermediaries. Harder to develop, requires tools.
Much simpler to develop web services than SOAP Is the prevailing standard for web services, and hence has better support from other standards (WSDL, WS) and tooling from vendors.
Lack of standards support for security, policy, reliable messaging, etc., so services that have more sophisticated requirements are harder to develop.
Implementation of a Demonstration REST Service
As support for all the job done about this research paper, there has been created a sample web service aiming to illustrate the whole concept.
Because of the space consumed by demostrating it, the SOAP approach of the service is not included on this paper.
The service is done by following the REST principles. The service creates a ToDo list, which can provide all of the "ToDos" or give you details about a particular item in the list. The service is done by using Flask, a mas.ccsenet.org Modern Applied Science Vol. 12, No. 3; 2018 181 lightweight Python framework, but it can be done in any other language that supports web. (Grinberg, 2013) The snippet represents the sample data that will be used to demonstrate the service.
The very first method to be treated is get_tasks which as a result, returns the list of all tasks. In REST terms, it is a GET method. Following are represented the code and the execution of the same. Other features like adding items to the list or deleting items from the list, work in pretty much the same way. To put a new item, the same url as get_tasks is user, but instead, the method is set to POST, and a JSON formatted document containing task details is required as parameter. To delete an existing item from the list, requires DELETE method type and specifying the id of the task to delete.
Conclusion
REST defines the architectural style of the World Wide Web. After all the comparison and stating their underlying technologies, process, ease of use, and their design it's safe to say that RESTful web service will continue to dominate more and more the technology space in the coming years when it comes to building an backend RESTFul api. The RESTFul web services are lightweight, easy to consume, self descriptive, fast, have support for all data types, consumes less bandwidth and it is more simpler to develop and maintain.
It is also worth mentioning that, REST is not a service that everyone could deal with. Let us take for example some basic HTTP APIs that someone builds and just calls it RESTFul web service, but in fact, it is not even close to REST. Sometimes, REST can be really hard to deal with, especially in the very early stages of designing. But, after growing up in both, technical and economical way, it pays off with the small changes required to adapt to evolution. If you need something done quickly and easily, don't bother about getting REST right. It's probably not what you're looking for. If you need something that will have to stay online for years or even decades, then REST is for you.
